


The following 1d10 list of troll-themed loot items can be used to fill troll pockets, packs, swamps, caves, or any other space 

occupied by kobolds. Whatever the reason is you find yourself rolling on this table, we hope that the ideas listed below help 

you unlock adventure and tell unforgettable stories!

d10 Loot Item
1. A collection of rusted birdcages that can be worn like a backpack. Inside the cages are dozens of living bats, owls, 

pigeons, and other small birds which the troll snacks on as it lumbers about in search of bigger meals.

2. A thick glass jar in which a troll placed its decapitated head. Unable to regenerate beyond the confines of the jar, the 

troll enjoys watching the funny faces the head makes as it’s smooshed up against the glass.

3. A pair of bloody but beautifully etched pliers which a troll snatched off a dwarf explorer. The troll uses the pliers to 

pry out its broken teeth or to pry out the teeth of other creatures and jag them into its own gums.

4. A small metal box with an intricate lock on its front. The box is battered and dented from the troll’s attempts to open 

it, as well as partially melted from when the troll let it sit in its stomach acid for several weeks.

5. A collection of ale steins, clay jars, and alchemy beakers the troll has collected over the years. It uses them to store 

the various biles and liquids which seep through its skin so it can drink them later when it’s thirsty.

6. A collection of leashes made from rope stolen from the packs of dead adventurers. The troll uses these leashes to 

tame giant boars, crocodiles, and hyenas which it then uses as hunting animals.

7. A beautifully carved wand whose handle is shaped like an owl, taken off the mangled corpse of a wizard. The troll 

uses it as a toothpick and on several occasions has blown its jaw clean off with a magic missile.

8. A sack filled with spoiled meat and organs hanging from the troll’s belt. Mixed in with the bag’s contents is a set of 

silver dice carved like skulls which the troll believes gives its meals an extra bit of flavoring.

9. A hooded cloak made from boar hide and dwarf skin. The troll wears it while tracking down prey, pulling the hood, 

which is an intact giant boar skull, up over its head like a terrifying hunting mask.

10. A wooden bucket with a large hole in the bottom of it which the troll hangs from its belt. The troll uses this bucket in 

a desperate attempt to douse any fire it sees or to splash wizards who throw fireballs at it.

Unlock Adventure
We’re constantly releasing new 1d10 tables for you to use in your upcoming sessions, so don’t miss out! Click here to access 

even more random tables themed around different and specific monsters.
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